HONDA GENERATOR- EU20i

Overview

Honda Inverter Generator. This is the ideal generator to take camping. It is just half size of
other in its category and a third lighter. It’s so quiet, you’ll probably need to wake up to check it
is running. Even more impressive is it’s fuel efficiency, it can run for up to 8.7 hours on only two
litres of petrol, that translates into a 20-40% fuel saving. And if you need more power, you can
link two Honda inverter generators in parallel operations with a simple connection cable.

-Portability: Incorporates the unique Honda-developed high-speed pole alternator. Half the size
of other generators in similar class and up to one third lighter.

-Superior "Eco-Throttle": The load-dependant “Eco-Throttle” automatically maintains engine
speed and power output at most efficient level allowing for lower fuel consumption plus
convenience of longer continuous operation.

-Highest quality electricity plus parallel operation: Two generators can be linked in parallel
operation for double output. This is the first in its output class to incorporate a micro-controlled
sine-wave inverter. Low distortion power output will run the most sensitive equipment. The
parallel operations connection cable is optional for the EU10I, EU20I and EU30I.

-Two-tiered noise dampening: Cube-shaped soundproofing box and outer noise-dampening wall
optimize normally opposed functions of engine cooling and noise reduction.

Specifications
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DATA:

AC Frequency (Hz) 50
Ac output voltage (V) 220
Rated AC output (kVA) 1.6
Max AC output (kVA) 2
DC Output 12V-8A
Max power output (kW) 2.55 (3.47PS) 5 000rpm
Continuous operating hours (hrs) Approx. 10*-4 (* = with Eco Throttle)
Operating noise level @ 7m (dB(A)) 54*-59

ENGINE:

Model GX100

Type Forced air-cooled, 4 stroke, OHV, single cylinder
Displacement (cc) 98
Ignition system Fully Transistorized
Starting system Recoil
Fuel tank capacity (litres) 4.1
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DIMENSIONS:

Dimensions (L x W x H ) (mm) 510 x 290 x 380
Dry weight (kg) 21

FEATURES:

Eco throttle Yes
Oil Alert Yes
Fuel gauge No
Large capacity fuel tank Yes
Large capacity air cleaner Yes
Large capacity muffler Yes
Large capacity fuel cleaner No
Accessory AC plug Yes
Automatic voltage regulator No
Voltmeter No
AC circuit breaker Yes
DC circuit breaker Yes
Parallel operation connection ports Yes
Parallel operation connection cable Optional
4-wheel Dolly kit N/A
Electric starter No
Battery tray kit No
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